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MicroScreen™—The Ultimate Travelling Screen.  

Draper's new MicroScreen projection screen sets up in seconds on the 
tabletop or any flat surface.  Its unique "sidewinder" design requires less 
space than conventional roller-operated screens. Case fully encloses and 
protects screen when not in use.  Optional padded nylon carrying case 
with zipper closure.

Black case standard.  Weighs only 6.2 lbs.  Stows easily when not in use.  
Matt White viewing surface.  Black borders and case frame image area.

Tripod Screens
Diplomat—The Diplomat’s rugged design and unique features, 
such as self-concealing, built-in keystone eliminator and patented Bell 
Leg Lock, make it the finest tripod screen in the world. Highly recom-
mended for customers who plan to give their tripod screen a real 
workout. Sizes through 96" x 96".

Diplomat/R—An even more substantial tripod screen designed 
primarily for the audio visual rental market. The Diplomat/R includes 
special modifications for that purpose. It is available in either a scratch-
resistant black case finish or a non-scratchable carpeted finish. Sizes 
through 96" x 96".

Consul—Significantly less expensive than the Diplomat, the Con-
sul sets the quality standard in its price range. Can be purchased with 
or without keystone eliminator. Extremely popular in the educational 
market. Sizes through 70" x 70".

Folding Screens
Ultimate Folding Screen—The Ultimate Folding Screen is 
the first screen manufactured with 100% CNC (Computer Numerical 
Controlled) components and assembly. The tubing is CNC machined, 
surfaces and borders are CNC cut; even rivet and snap holes are CNC 
placed. No competitive product meets this standard—and we did not 
stop there. Our Lock & Load latch (patent pending) is designed for 
ease of operation and maximum life. Lock & Load mortise latches bite 
down when the surface is attached, making the frame extremely rigid. 
Latch parts are internal for better protection, and they completely fill 
the tube for superior strength. The resilient latch retention spring is 
captured and constantly flexed so that it cannot be dislodged. These 
advancements translate into the most user-friendly and incredibly 
durable hinge locking mechanism available. Couple these advantages 
with clear anodized 1.25" x .070" wall aluminum tubing, and you've 
got the precision and stability that allows Draper to offer the Ultimate 
Folding Screen in sizes through 12' x 16'.

Portable Screens
Cinefold—Portable folding screen in a wide range of sizes: 
through 12' x 12' or 101⁄2' x 14' with standard construction or 18' x 24' 
in truss style. Complete with carrying case. Available with interchange-
able front and rear projection surfaces. Dress Kit and Pipe & Drape 
Runoffs (PDRs) form a complete system. Rotational molded polyethyl-
ene case comes complete with wheels.

Other Portable Screens 
RoadWarrior—Lightweight spring-roller operated screen 
designed for use with portable LCD and DLP projectors. Travels in its 
own stylish extruded aluminum case and sets up in seconds on floor 
or table. Pneumatic cylinders hold screen securely at desired height. 
Matt White, Glass Beaded or High Contrast Grey surface. 60" and 80" 
NTSC diagonal sizes; 55" and 73" HDTV sizes.

Traveller—Lighter weight cousin of the RoadWarrior, this spring-
roller operated screen can be used with portable LCD and DLP projec-
tors. Sets up in seconds on floor or table. Infinitely adjustable telescop-
ing mast tensions screen in desired position. Matt White, Glass Beaded 
or High Contrast Grey surface. Sizes through 100" diagonal NTSC; 92" 
HDTV format.

Piper—Lightweight portable screen. It's a breeze to set up: lift the 
upright, choose its height and raise the screen. The show is on the 
road! Tearproof matt white viewing surface. Sizes through 84" NTSC or 
77" HDTV.

Luma 2/R—Spring-roller operated screen, inverted and cradled 
in a floor stand. Sizes through 12' x 12' .

MicroScreen—New!  See below.
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4:3 NTSC Video Format  
40" 230300 $240  24" x 32" 3" x 31⁄2" x 281⁄8" 230302 $30  8 85 U
50" 230301 270  30" x 40" 3" x 31⁄2" x 341⁄2" 230303 40  8 85 U


